Division of Neuroradiology
Department of Radiology and Imaging Sciences
Emory University Hospital (EUH)
1364 Clifton Road, Suite BG20
Atlanta, GA 30322
404-712-4583

Directions and Parking Information for Emory University Hospital

A. From Hospital Valet Parking/Main Entrance (First Floor):
1. Walk **Straight** past the Emergency Department (do **NOT** turn right to go to tunnel).
2. The “Clinical Decision Unit” will be **Straight** in front of you.
3. Turn **Left** past the “Clinical Decision Unit” and make the first **Right**.
4. Turn **Left** before you get to the Radiology Double Doors.*
5. Take the elevator down to the “B” Floor.
6. Proceed **Straight** down the hallway and turn **Left** before the coffee machine.

B. From Visitor Self-Parking or Clinic Valet (via Skywalk to Second Floor):
1. Take the parking elevator to level **A**.
2. Turn **Right** out from the elevator.
3. **Cross** skywalk over Clifton Road to the hospital.
4. Turn **Right** at the end of skywalk.
5. Follow hallway to atrium **Straight** ahead. You will see a staircase and ATM machine.
6. Take stairs or elevator down to first floor.
7. You will see the information desk by the hospital main entrance.

* **Follow directions “A” above from hospital main entrance.**

C. From Clinic (via Tunnel to First Floor):
1. Proceed from the Tunnel level of the Emory Clinic buildings under Clifton Road up towards the hospital. The hospital main entrance will be on your left. The Emergency Department will be directly in front of you.

* **Follow directions “A” above from hospital main entrance.**

* If your destination is the Neuroradiology reading room, the double doors are card-reader access so please call the reading room for entry at (404) 727-9250. Once the doors open the reading room will be the first door on the right.